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Problem: Sentence Similarity Measurement 

•  J. Wieting, M. Bansal, K. Gimpel, K. Livescu, and D. Roth. 2015. From paraphrase database to 
compositional paraphrase model and back. TACL. 

•  K. S. Tai, R. Socher, and C. D. Manning. 2015. Improved semantic representations from tree-
structured long short-term memory networks. ACL. 

•  W. Yin and H. Schutze. 2015. Convolutional neural network for paraphrase identification. NAACL. 

The product also streams internet radio and comes with a 30-day free trial for realnetworks' rhapsody music subscription. 
The device plays internet radio streams and comes with a 30-day trial of realnetworks  rhapsody music service.   

Given two sentences, measure their similarity: 

Approach: Multi-Perspective Sentence Representation and Structured Similarity Measurement 

Experimental Results on Three Datasets 

code available: hohocode.github.io/textSimilarityConvNet/  

Part 1: Sentence Representation 
three types of pooling: max/min/mean 
•  each pooling group has multiple window sizes (1,2,3, ∞) 
•  each pooling group has independent underlying filters 

two types of 
convolution filters 

Part 2: Structured Similarity Measurement 

Experimental Setup 

•  Classification: Microsoft Research 
Paraphrase Corpus (MSRP) 

 
•  Similarity: Sentences Involving 

Compositional Knowledge (SICK) 
 
•  Similarity: Microsoft Video 

Paraphrase Corpus (MSRVID) 

•  multiple embeddings: 
•  300-dim GloVe (all tasks) 
•  200-dim POS (MSRP only) 
•  25-dim PARAGRAM (MSRP only) 

 
•  number of filters in Block A: 
•  525 (GloVe+POS+PARAGRAM) for MSRP 
•  300 for SICK/MSRVID 

 
•  embedding updating for MSRP only 
 
•  hinge loss for MSRP, KL-divergence loss 

(Tai et al., 2015) for SICK/MSRVID 

MSRP SICK 
Ablation Study 

Nine components in four groups:  
(1)   input embeddings  
(2)   sentence representation 
(3)   similarity measurement metrics  
(4)   similarity measurement layer 

simplified example of local region comparison for two 
sentences (Block A with 3 filters) 
•   green solid lines: Horizontal Comparison (Alg. 1) 
•   red dotted lines: Vertical Comparison (Alg. 2) 

sentence representations compared 
by structured similarity 

measurement layer 

References 

each uses multiple similarity metrics for vector comparison 

two algorithms compare multiple pairs of local regions of sentence representations 

Building Block A: 
holistic (all dimensions) 

Building Block B: 
per-dimension 

to represent each sentence, 
we use multiple types of 
convolution and pooling 

MSRVID 


